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Hoskins Quizzes French Consul 
'U.S. Means Much1 To French 
By ROGER HOLLIDAY 
Editor 
"We are disturbed that the Uni- 
ted States seems mad at France," 
said the Consul General of France 
In Detroit, Jean LeDlreach. 
In an Interview with Dr. William 
K. Hoskins, director of the Inter- 
national business pro,*ran\ on 
Channel 70's ''University View," 
to be shown tomorrow at 7 p.m., 
the Consul General emphasised 
that "The US means so much to 
the French people." 
"You went twice to Europe, and 
helped us generously. It may 
happen that the two countries' 
governments don't have the same 
stand on some points, but the 
peoples of the two countries have 
the same Ideals—that's the Im- 
portant thing." 
As far as any antl-De Gaulle 
feeling was concerned, Dr. Hos- 
kins told Mr. LeDlreach that there 
Is a large pro-De Gaulle faction 
In this country. "We have seen 
his predictions come true—and 
he commands respect from many." 
Dr. Hoskins said he thought much 
of the antagonism was a result of 
press reports. 
"The press Is the same in 
France," said Mr. LeDlreach. "It 
Is sensitive, emotional and also 
has to sell   papers." 
Commenting on the feelings of 
the younger generation in France, 
LeDlreach said that he thought 
most of the younger people were 
not aware of all the aid that 
France had received from this 
country after World War n. 
"French youth are vitally In- 
terested In America and want to 
come visit, work and learn. They 
are Idealistic and Interested In 
helping others. They are con- 
cerned about India, South East 
Asia and they don't agree with 
much of what Is being done. When 
you are young, you have to be a 
revolutionary!" said the consul 
general. 
On the gold crisis, the visitor 
said the latest Washington decis- 
ions outlined Monday by William 
McChesney Martin, Jr., Federal 
Reserve Board chairman, were 
very close to the French point of 
view. 
Le Dlreach did not foresee any 
Immediate problem for the French 
economy as a result of the gold 
crisis. "There won't be any no- 
tlcable affect for the next few 
months. But If the crisis doesn't 
Improve In the next months, then 
of   course   the   French economy 
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will   certainly   suffer." 
Mr. LeDlreach was not particu- 
larly perturbed by the proposed 
foreign spending legislation either. 
Asked whether the reduction of 
tourism and US capital going to 
Franch would have a dampening 
effect on the French economy, Le- 
Dlreach said he didn't think that 
this would cause too many funds 
of firms to be repatriated. It 
might result In fewer firms com- 
ing to  France,  though,  he said. 
France's role In the European 
Common Market and whether a 
more rapid movement In that area 
was possible, was also touched on 
by the consul general. 
"We don't see the EEC Just as 
a trade association. We see It as 
the first step to a unified Europe. 
If It seems that France Is stopping 
progress," he said, "it Is because 
we have to make sure that all 
countries are ready for member- 
ship. 
The inevitable question as to 
a successor to Charles De Gaulle 
was answered with a smile Just as 
he was leaving— "Oh — that Is 
hard to say, he'll be there for 
another 'cinq ans'—and that's five 
years, mss amis'." 
Senate Resolution Aimed 
At Proposed State Bill 
COMME-CI, COMME-CA - that's how it is. Jean 
makes his point to Dr. William Hoskins during 
terview Monday night. 
LeDireach (right) 
a Channel 70 in- 
By JIM MARINO 
Asst. Editorial Editor 
Disturbances on Ohio college 
campuses prompted Faculty Senate 
action here yesterday. 
In a resolution sponsored by 
Dr. Jam?s Bond, vice president 
of student affairs, Faculty Senate 
passed a statement to the effect 
that things really aren't that bad 
In Ohio. 
Dr. Bond offered the resolution 
at a previous senate meeting, as it 
then appeared the Ohio Legislature 
was about to take a hard-line stand 
on persons committing college dis- 
turbances. One bill the state leg- 
islature was reported considering 
involved denying admittance to any 
student who had a criminal record 
of   Inciting   riots   like disorder. 
In part, Faculty Senate's resolu- 
tion read, "Considering  the num- 
ber of Institutions and the number 
of students In the state, the record 
of state coUeges and students Is 
deserving of commendation rather 
than admonition." 
This resolution will now be for- 
warded to the Ohio State Board 
of Regents for consideration. 
In other senate action, Student 
Council   open hearings on "Im- 
proving the Classroom Learning 
Environment" were endorsed, but 
this body refused to recommend 
the faculty excuse students from 
classes Thursday to attend the 
meetings. 
Seven   meetings will occur In 
residence halls Thursday on this 
topic.   Some 21 professors will be 
(Continued on Page 4 ) 
Taylor Tells Undergraduates: 
'Students Are The 4th Estate' 
By BILL MOES 
Assistant Issue Editor 
"In the last two years one fact 
has emerged—namely that stud- 
ents have arrived as a new po- 
wer, literally a fourth estate, which 
is taking place beside the tradi- 
tional estates of faculty, admin- 
istration and trustee," stated Wal- 
lace W. Taylor, dean of men at 
the University. 
Speaking to the Undergraduate 
Alumni Association Monday in the 
Ice Arena, Dean Taylor added the 
situation Is now Irreversible. 
Dean Taylor, "talking as an In- 
dividual with some very definite 
feelings," said that reforms are 
possible and students often" Feel 
that the University has been let- 
ting them down. A progressive 
university, If It Is wise, will anti- 
cipate big changes." 
The exact boundaries of student 
power, "as yet to be determined," 
will depend on such factors as 
"the extent to which students press 
for power, what support the more 
active students are able to muster 
in student bodies at large, and what 
contravalllng pressures the other 
three estates will exert." he said. 
One of the main obstacles to 
student power Is the short Urns the 
student is attending the institution, 
Mr. Taylor said. However, there 
are structures that tend to "In- 
stitutionalize" the new-found stu- 
*"»t power. 
"These structures have always 
existed, such as the student news- 
paper, the student political and lit- 
erary societies, service organiza- 
tions, and above all, fraternities 
and sororities," he said. 
"These organizations have con- 
tinuity in spite of their rapidly 
changing membership," he added. 
Regardless of these Institutions 
Dean Taylor said, "There is no 
question that the student situation 
Is not understood. That is, what It 
means to be a student today Is 
not yet sufficiently vivid In the 
minds of administrators and fac- 
ulty." 
The problem of complexity in 
the University does not alleviate 
the difficulty of the student's situ- 
ation. "They are getting restless 
about having their intellectual, 
moral, and emotional well-being 
sacrificed to Institutional com- 
plexities when we profess that the 
University is for students," he 
claimed. 
Dean Taylor said the Univer- 
sity Is attempting to alleviate some 
of these problems students face. 
"We are attempting to learn more 
about the student's academic and 
non-academic lives and their gen- 
eral attitudes toward the situa- 
tions. Second, we are making 
known to parentsof incoming 
freshmen the decline In the Uni- 
versity's  attitude and position of 
acting In 'loco parentls,'  In the 
place of the parents. 
"We are also attempting to 
Involve students in some of the 
University's Internal problems. It 
Is time we turn our attention to 
what we can do to fulfill an im- 
portant educational function." he 
•aid. (Continued on Page 6 ) 
LBJ Removes 
Cover On Gold 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Johnson has signed a bill re- 
moving the gold cover from paper currency, thus freeing $10.7 bil- 
lion of the precious metal to defend the dollar abroad. 
The White House announced yesterday he signed the bill Monday 
night. 
Despite the mounting International crisis and the urgent calls tor 
passage by Johnson, the Treasury and the Federal Reserve, Congress 
approved the legislation only by a close margin. The vote was 199- 
190 In the House, 39-37 in the Senate. 
Demands for gold, fed In recent weeks by international specula- 
tion, had reduced the U.S. stock close to the cover requirement by 
the time the repeal became law. 
The requirement now abrogated was that the Treasury held gold 
equivalent to 25 per cent of the value of Federal Reserve notes out- 
standing. 
For the average citizen, removal of the gold cover has no direct 
effect. He couldn't exchange his paper money for gold when it was 
In torce and he can't now. 
For the Treasury, battling to maintain the dollar's International 
value and pledged not to devaluate it, removal of the cover means 
$10.7 billion more to fight speculation against the dollar-speculation 
which, with the demands of foreign governments and central banks, 
had drained away most of the "free" gold.        (Continued on Page 7) 
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REMEMBER LAST WEEK'-lt wasn't quite this 
nice on Wednesday, Match 13. The Associated 
Press reports the current forecast as follows: 




y.    High today mostly 
cloudy     with    showers 
in the 60's. 
and  turning 
EH 
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Educational Outlook 
"Th* student no longer just sits and listens gullibly as ho did 
in th* 1950's. Today, ho is evaluating everything th* professor 
says to him in light of his own knowledge--which may hav* been 
gained in or out of th* classroom." 
"Look" Magazine, in its latest issue, relates the results of in- 
terviewing 23 college newspaper editors on their feelings towards 
the draft, protests, discrimination, education and college admini- 
strators, drugs, sex, and parents. The above quote, reports the 
magazines staff writers, is the consensus of feeling towards to- 
day's college educational learning environment. 
Discussing education, the general trend of college students 
seems to be the dissatisfaction coming from the kind of courses 
where lessons and exams are rigidly structured; in which the stu- 
dent's contributions are minimal. 
Many of the undergraduate editor's on Look's panel feel that 
this dissatisfaction is best explained by realizing we are the 
first generation of students that is not attending college "for 
purely economical reasons." 
As a result, Harvard Editor Joel Kramer offers an explanation of 
today's educational problems by saying, "You begin to be very 
critical of it because you're more interested in what it does to 
your mind thun in what degree or diploma it gives you when you 
get out." 
Returning to Bowling Green, we find the same issue being dis- 
cussed at last Friday's Honors Banquet. Dr. Bradley S. Green- 
burg, associate professor of communications at Michigan State 
University and a 1956 graduate of BG, emphasized three points 
for improving the educational environment: 
• Place ordinary lecture material in the library; 
• Cut down on the use of TV in the classroom; 
• Place more flexible time limits on courses. 
Tomorrow marks the second Student Council open hearing on 
"Improving the Classroom Learning Environment." Deviating 
from the usual format, the hearings huve been scheduled in seven 
different dormitories, with three professors and a student moder- 
ator leading the discussion. 
The News encourages a strong student response to this hearing. 
Hopefully, by bringing the program to the students, the participa- 
tion will be enthusiastic and beneficial. 
Letters From Our Readers ¥:? 
A Fair Shake 
I refer to the faculty column 
written by Mr. Allen V. Wiley. 
I found the material fairly Inter- 
esting. Most of the observations 
belong to history now. 
In the section dealing with Ken- 
ya and the alleged discrimination 
handed out to Chadha and his 
folks, will Mr. Wiley care to el- 
aborate more? In my opinion the 
Africans of Kenya are not given 
a fair shake In this column. 
If Mr. Wiley finds It conveni- 
ent will he kindly discuss real- 
istically all the blatant and subtle 
Issues Involved In the Kenya prob- 
lem. 
Students, generally speaking, 
tend to pay more serious attention 
to faculty material In the "News." 
I am a student and I object to 
the hasty conclusion Mr. Wiley ar- 
rived at in the Kenya problems. 
I come from a country where 
there Is a similar problem, though 




In the faculty column concerning 
discrimination, Professor Wiley 
suggests that an 'e' be added to 
Mr. Sewell's name. The cogency 
of any reasoning concerning dis- 
crimination on campus is no more 
affected by this than by the sug- 
gestion that this 'e' be supplied 
from the name of Professor Wiley. 
Even If Negroes are not in le- 
gal slavery, that does not entail 
their problems are solved. Even 
If six million Negroes have not 
been killed, that loes not mean 
that   they ought to  be  satisfied. 
Despite the fact that many imp- 
rovements have been and are being 
Y'see, kid It's a 200 ft. pool 
table with fifty pockets and a 
thousand balls and all these hust- 
ler's makln' their shots at the same 
time. Nothln' ever turns out like 
y' planned. 
From the metaphysical moun- 
talntop, I overlooked the world. 
Paradox of paradox, I found no 
clear truth but only contradiction. 
Here were garbagemen happy as 
loons but wanting some dream of 
wealth because they knew they 
would never have It and the dream 
was nice and filled a hole Inside 
them. 
Here were millionaires Jumping 
from windows because even all 
that money could not provide mean- 
ing or halt death, or perhaps some 
ten-thousandalr's trying to combat 
the tedium of those few hours out- 
side the rigorous money-schedule 
and finding they had forgotten how 
to have fun 
Here were Junkies going Insane 
among the thousand plugged toilets 
and cockroached one-room flats. 
Here were people suffering In 
the slums and in love with each 
other. 
Here were black men in ragged 
tee- shirts laughing with beer at 
the billiard hall or hurling the 
lit cocktail at the fuzz. 
And Joe Mlddleclass Midwest 
Average American, content with 
life because good fortune haloed 
him with respect from the cradle, 
or rebelling against parents, 
schools, authority or madly deslr- 
lng to achieve and prove something 
to himself so that he could walk 
straight   and   without   obsession. 
Here they all were, each in his 
or her environment of relative 
wealth and personal reinforce- 
ment trying to be Happy As Hell 
before   getting   rolled   with   lots 
Metaphysical Snooker 
By HAROLD WYNDHAM 
of English into a side-corner some 
fine night. 
I say relative because although 
any poor man will tell you it is 
better to suffer as a rich man 
than as a poor man for If you 
are rich the only suffering you 
do Is mental suffering while the 
poor must do both, it is yet a fact 
that through countless eons of hu- 
man misery, the poor have stayed 
generally poor and the rich rich 
and both hav* met frustration or 
found Joy because there is some- 
thing more to life than money, 
Mr. Feldsteln, and that is the re- 
inforcement people give or do not 
give each other, which although It 
is thwarted or given freedom to 
penetrate our inhibited eyes and 
blossom   in the eyes of others. 
What is most important is that 
regardless of words anyone says, 
truths fabricated by whatever 
small minds in whatever grand- 
lose patterns or like the delicate 
structure the coral builds with 
limestone logic, we move always 
as we must and are not free to 
choose anything but grow, each in 
his own unique and beautiful way, 
some expanding and throwing yel- 
low petals of smile into the bright 
meadow while others necessarily, 
driven by the continual myopia 
which must seek rejection Instead 
of love in the dark eye of another, 
grow inwardly and bloom Inside 
their own bud, unseen by anyone, 
fertilized by sterile fantasy so that 
the flower is crooked and strange 
and not wanted even by the person 
himself, but there Is no way to 
uncurl such a sickness unless It 
Is with a cataclysm of need which 
demands LOVE beyond everything 
and even then it may or may not 
be successful depending upon un- 
countable things which will never 
be the same nor will be sub- 
ject to law. 
And here were many people hap- 
py and loving each other and sat- 
isfied with life and there were as 
many of them as there were those 
who cried out in the night but 
even more there were thousands 
upon thousands who felt very lit- 
tle, who were neither happy nor 
sad, but who worked, slept func- 
tioned in a steady rhythm and with- 
out the first thought evident, but 
this was not the rule either 
And while many lived out life 
without Illness, death or a bomb 
In their backyard others were 
doomed to suffer savagely and for 
no good reason except that they 
were at the wrong place In the 
wrong century and that human 
life is meaningless except to In- 
dividual humans and there is no 
tragedy in their death any more 
than in the death of ants or the 
torturing of files by little boys. 
We each of us manage with what 
is given to us, seek Joy, endure 
sorrow as long as we can, salve 
our hurts with fantasies of all 
sorts and die a small death by 
accident or planned perhaps when 
the shot is good and without inter- 
ference, and although there is no 
meaning nor is there any control 
or predestination, there is yet ab- 
solute determinism and nothing can 
be otherwise once the first ball 
has been shot nor does it matter 
because we have to take it any- 
way and try to like it 
Thus, in this Jumble of Inco- 
herent nonsense, I grieve for you 
humanity. Not because you desire 
It or care, but because I need 
to do it 
made in some areas (and even 
supposing the good will of most 
whites), Mr. Sewell has raised 
specific, non-blanket Issues con- 
cerning certain registration and 
athletic policies or practices at 
Bowling Green University. What 
is required in response if care- 
ful attention to whether these pol- 
icies can be Justified or need to 
be rectified, and not a plea for 
excuses. 
Mr. Sewell has presented a 
prlma facie case which the Reg- 
istrar's Office and the Department 
of Health and Physical Education 
will certainly want to answer dir- 
ectly and fairly. 
We trust that the placing of Prof- 
essor Wiley's articles under the 
heading of a faculty column does 
not suggest that his attitudes are 
shared by the entire faculty. 
Shepard Braun 
1451 C lough St. 
Donald Scherer 
215 W. Washington 
Peter Spader 
118 ManvlUe 
As An Athlete 
This letter Is in response to 
Mr. Sewell's charge of discrim- 
ination. In his letter Mr. Sewell 
stated that most Negro's are a- 
cutely aware of discrimination at 
Bowling Green. I'm Inclined to 
disagree with this charge. 
As an athlete I have come in 
contact with many Netro's and I 
must admit that the majority don't 
show any signs of abuse. Usually 
the ones who are aware of dis- 
crimination on the campus are the 
ones who are always aware of 
discrimination wherever they go, 
no matter what the circumstance. 
If whites are Involved they 
"scream" discrimination. 
Mr. Sewell stated that the maj- 
ority of Negroes come to college 
on athletic scholarships. The reas- 
on for this Is because the maj- 
ority of Negroes cannot afford to 
send their children to college with- 
out some financial assistance . 
Therefore the Negroes seen on 
campus are usually athletes. The 
reason Negroes are not seen on 
campus isn't because of discrim- 
ination but because of financial 
responsibility. 
Mr. Sewell mentioned that the 
Negro  athletes can only take 12 
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hours a semester, with most of ' 
these in physical education, I would 
like to know who informed Mr. 
Sewell of this misconception. The 
fact Is "all" athletes can take 
as many hours as any other stu- 
dents. However many of the ath- 
letes, whites too, decide to shor- 
ten their credits during their part- 
icular sport, Now, as for taking 
subjects only In Physical Educa- 
tion, maybe that happens to be 
their major field. Did you aver 
think of that Mr. Sewell? 
The next brilliant statement was 
quoted as "The Negro students 
are wanted to play a sport at the 
expense of their future. It's a 
clear case of exploitation by the 
University." Most athletes realize 
that when they sign their schol- 
arship that Its going to be a 
hard, tough road. They're required 
to give 100% and also receive 
passing marks. But, Mr. Sewell, 
It can be done and it has been 
done by thousands of athletes both 
Whites and Negroes. 
My only concern Is that the 
University would extend the schol- 
arship for an additional year be- 
cause as, Mr. Sewell mentioned, 
most Negro athletes have to come 
back to the University for a fifth 
year. Well, I hate to say this 
but many White athletes must do 
the same. 
Mr. Sewell mentions that the 
social life for Negores Is rest- 
ricted   because   of   two   factors: 
(1) unfavorable ratio of Negro 
men to Negro women (45-35). 
I doubt seriously if the Negro wo- 
men are complaining. As for the 
Negro men this gives them a bet- 
ter   excuse to date white girls. 
(2) and a limited choice of fra- 
ternities and sororities. Mr. Se- 
well, there are many students who 
do not belong to the Greek system 
and I do not hear them scream- 
ing discrimination. 
Mr. Sewell charged Bowling 
Green with discrimination. That's 
quite ironic since his whole arti- 
cle was nothing but discrimination 
against the Whites. Every example 
he used pertained only to the prob- 
lem of the Negroes. But as I 
have mentioned Whites have the 
very same problem. I guess Mr. 
Sewell over looked this point be- 
cause to do this there would be 
no discrimination. 
I believe the Whites and Neg- 
roes can live together peacefully 
without bias or discrimination. 
Mr. Sewell sited the example of 
athlete quite often, I would like to 
take the liberty to do the same. 
I believe the people of our coun- 
try should look towards athletics 
to solve the racial problem. In 
athletics we can see both Whites 
and Negroes working together for 
the same goal. Could this be the 
key to the racial situation? 
Maybe someday there won't be 
a word as "discrimination" then 
what will they scream? 
Larry Smith 
340 Harshman B 
Valuable Lesson 
It was particularly heartening to 
read Professor Wiley's column to- 
day In the BG News. While some 
fastidious readers might complain 
of his murky prose style, his cryp- 
tic organization, and his occasion- 
al oversimplifications, I think we 
can all agree that he has done 
us a valuable service. 
In pointing out the dramatic and 
full-scale efforts that are being 
made to eliminate discrimination 
here at Bowling Green, he has 
shown us once again how careful 
we must be lest any charge of 
prejudice be leveled against us. 
And In showing the diligence of 
every part of our university— 
from the social fraternities, to 
the lonely professor grading his 
papers, to the lofty offices of the 
administration—I think he has 
made clear Just what the attitudes 
are here toward race. 
Once again we have the authen- 
tic voice of white America, re- 
minding us of the extent of Its 
concern   for minority problems. 
David Walton, 
English Department 
Tha B-G News, W.dn.iday, March 20, 1968. Pog.3 
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Car Rallyists 
Find Going Tough 
THE START •- seen through glasses darkly. 
It was a question of mud, mud, glorious mud, axle 
deep,   tractor   tugging,   king  size  squelching ooze. 
And the 32 drivers in Sunday's 4th annual Delta 
Upsllon car rally had quite a time with It. One par- 
ticularly expressive gentleman driver (all sports 
car drivers are gentlemen) called out to the organ- 
izer Just In passing — "There's a place In hell 
reserved Just tor you!" 
And that was the way more than one team thought 
as they battled around the hundred mile course that 
circled around the county, picking out some of the 
most difficult terrain that the Ingenious, sadistic, 
organizers could envisage. Of course, the snows 
and rains of the days before didn't help any. 
The start. Just after midday Sunday was typical of 
starts anywhere In the world. The tension that built 
up as the sleek Triumphs, Jaguars, Corvettes and 
MG's pulled up to the starting line was similar to 
pre-race excitement anywhere in the racing world, 
be It at i.e Mans, a paddock in England's Brands 
Hatch or before a CanAm series race at Elkhart 
Lake, Wisconsin. 
There was talk of carbs, tire pressures, fiberglass 
bodies and cc's. 
And there was also the pleasant compliment of 
fern ile help—polishing windshields, perusing maps 
and—Just being girls. 
As tor the event Itself. Twenty cars made It 
back. They were tired, dirty—especially the two that 
had to pay a farmer $5 to tow them out of a field— 
but In the true spirit and camaraderie of sports 
car drivers, the feeling was that the Important part 
was having competed and winning was almost of 
secondary Importance. 
RESULTS 
L Jack Hott (Mustang) 
Ed Lilly 
2. Leo  Brennelson (MG 110(4 
3. Russ Johanneson (Volvo) 
4. David Becker (Triumph) 










GLINTING STEEL and twin exhausts add up to "Jaguar power." 
4.2 litres of muscle ready for take-off. 
r<K 
'A STICK IN THE MUD"?  Hare's one problem his VW couldn't solve. A RALLYING TRIUMPH mak« 
sida. 
■y through the quiet countijt 
P«f*4. -Th. B-G New*, Wednesday, March 20, 1968 
Newsline Survey Predicts: 
Quarter System Questions 
The following quastioni and answers were made available fo the 
News by the Quarter Questions Committee: Dr. George Herman, 
Dr. Wayne Johnson and Dr. Virgil Ort. If you have questions about 
the quarter system and how it will affect you, write to "Quarter 
Questions," 122 Shatzel Hall. Include o mailing address, since 
we may not have space to answer all  questions in this column. 
If I will graduate in December, can I work at another uni- 
versity in the summer immediately before? 
The quarter system does not change the policy that requires the 
student to spend the senior year in residence at the University. 
Your dean may give you permission to do summer work ot another 
institution in the last summer session of your senior yeor, if he 
would hove done so under the  semester system. 
If a rising senior can graduate in one quarter, but needs to 
complete a requirement which was converted into 2 quarter 
courses, will he have to remain for 2 quarters? 
It will depend on the course, but in most cases a junior or senior 
course has not been split into 2 required courses. If the case 
should occur, the student would be given the benefit of the doubt. 
If you are in this position,  consult your dean about a waiver. 
I want to graduate as soon as I can. How many hours can 
I take each quarter? 
Eighteen hours is the maximum for one quarter, unless you have 
special permission from your dean. 
If I have one semester (16 semester hours) remaining after 
this semester, when can I graduate? 
If you take six hours during one summer term, followed by a nor- 
mal load during the fall quarter, you con graduate in December. If 
you do not wont to attend the summer session, you will have to 
take  two   quarters  and  graduate at  the  end of the  second quarter. 
May I live on campus or in Bowling Green when I do my 
student teaching? 
Student teachers assigned to near-by cities may stay in Bowling 
Green if they con provide their own transportation. No hard and 
fast rule is being made, but there are very sound advantages in liv- 
ing close to your assigned school. This is especially true during 
the winter months. The College of Education wilt encourage living 
in the community in which the student i« teaching. 
How will I figure out the credits I need to graduate? 
Two semester credits are equal to three quarter credits. You will 
need 183 quarter credits to graduate. To find out how many quarter 
credits you will have to take, multiply the number of semester cred- 
its you will have earned (by September '68) by 1.5, and subtract 
the result from 183. 
At the end of this semester I need 17 semester hours to 
graduate.   Can I graduate in one quarter? 
Since you will need 23 quarter credits, you should plan on 2 quar- 
ters next year unless you come to summer school. You can take 
15-18 credits a quarter. 
How long will class periods be? 
50 minutes. Classes will meet for one 50-minute period a week 
per credit hour. Lab courses will have about the same schedule 
per credit hour as they do now. 
Rumor has it that seniors will not lose any hours. Is this 
true? 
Yes. The only way you might lose hours is by coming up with 
1/2 credit when you convert to quarter credits. If the graduation 
requirement had been strictly converted, it would come to 1.5 x 124 
which is 186 hours. Since you will only be asked to have 183, 




Lutherac Mid-week Lenten ser- 
vice,   6:30 tonight, Prout ChapeL 
Open to all. 
• * • 
KAPPA DELTA PI 
Meets tonight at 6, Alumni Room. 
» » » 
SPANISH CLUB 
Party In the Curling Lounge of 
the  Ice Arena, 8 to 11 tonight. II 
rides are needed call 3343. 
124 107 183 
■17 ,.ltt      -160ft 
107 T07        T5fT 
'Grad Schools To Suffer' 
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The 
number of men entering graduate 
school as full-time students next 
fall may be 70 per cent lower 
than It was last fall, If the gov- 
ernment doesn't change Its cur- 
rent draft policy, according to a 
recent report. 
The report, based on a survey 
conducted by the Council of Grad- 
uate Schools and the Scientific 
Manpower Commission (a private 
research organization), also pre- 
dicts that the total enrollment of 
first-year students In graduate 
school next fall will be 50 per 
cent lower than It was last fall. 
It predicted that during the next 
academic year, there will be more 
women than men In first-year 
graduate classes for the first time 
since World War n. 
A total of 122 graduate schools, 
representing about 40 per cent 
of the total graduate enrollment 
In the country, were Included In 
the surrey. The graduate school 
officials were asked to give de- 
tailed estimates of what their en- 
rollments would be If no draft- 
eligible men are enrolled next 
year. 
Although the Defense Depart- 
ment has said that not all grad- 
uate students and college seniors 
eligible for the draft will be tak- 
en, Mrs. Betty Vetter, executive 
director of the Scientific Manpower 
More About: 
Senate 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Involved In open discussion, ac- 
cording to Phil Campbell, chair- 
man of the Acadmelc Affairs Board 
for Council. 
A committee headed by Dr.Wll- 
lard Singer read a report on the Ad- 
ministration's Faculty Service Re- 
port data (FSR) and Its uses here. 
FSR collects data on student en- 
rollments, faculty personnel In- 
ventory and space utilization, the 
report stated. 
Dr. Joseph Balogh and Dr. John 
Davidson, not clear on the func- 
tions of FSR had called for the 
study at an October senate meet- 
ing. Dr. Singer stated the Admin- 
istration does not use FSR reports 
In evaluating University staff 
members. 
Recommendations by Dr. Singer 
requesting the appointment of one 
Faculty Senate member to the FSR 
committee of the Administration 
and that each staff member dis- 
cussed In FSR reports be allowed 
to Inspect his own service report 
were also approved by the Senate. 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Wishes To 
Congratulate Brothers: 
JACK, ED (FIRST PLACE) 
LEO, JIM   (SECOND PLACE) 








^ FREE PEPSI 
WITH ANY 12" PIZZA 
FREE DELIVERY     353-1444 
1004 South Main 
THIS COUPON WORTH 
ON ANY PAGLIAI'S PIZZA 25* : 
Commission, predicts that "al- 
most all" of them will be. 
According to Mrs. Vetter, the 
Defense Department projections 
are based on the assumption that 
men under 20 will continue to vol- 
unteer for the services to the 
same extent they have In the past. 
She believes, though, that when 
18 and 19-year-olds learn that 
there's little chance they'll be 
drafted, fewer will volunteer than 
In the past. 
According to the report, the 
greatest damage done by the draft 
will be to next year's entering 
graduate classes. Second-year 
classes, however, may also suf- 
fer. 
The report predicts next year's 
second-year classes will have 31 
per   cent   fewer   men   than they 
would normally have." Overall, 
the report Indicated, second-year 
graduate enrollment will be 77 per 
cent lower than normal. 
Although most of the figures In 
the report represented averages 
tor schools around the country, the 
report made clear that some 
schools, and certain academic 
fields, would suffer more than 
others. 
Schools with a predominately 
male enrollment may have first- 
year classes one-quarter as large 
as they normally would, It said. 
As for academic fields, the sur- 
vey Indicated that the social sci- 
ences and the humanities would be 
harder hit than the natural sci- 
ences. Medical, dental and div- 
inity schools are not expected to be 
hurt by the draft at all. 
Club Seeks Top Professors 
An outstanding teacher award and $1,000 will be presented to one 
professor In each of the three colleges by the Parents Club. Nomination 
of the professors may be made by students by use of the form below. 
Reasons for the nominations should be based upon the professor's 
teaching ability. Only assistant, associate and full professors will be 
considered. 
The forms should be mailed by Friday to Mary Tephenhart, Delta 
Zeta house. 
OUTSTANDING TEACHER NOMINATIONS 
NAME: COURSE: 
REASON: 
.. a night in Las Vegas 
at NORTH CAFETERIA!!! 
CASINO PARTY   4 
¥        MARCH 22    4 
♦     8:00-12:00 * 
BACK A WINNER! 
B.G.S.U. CHAPTER 
"YOUTH FOR NIXON" 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1968 
7o'clodt pm 
111 SOUTH HALL 
BE AN ACTIVE PART OF THE 
CAMPAIGN TO ELECT THE NEXT 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATESI 
JOIN US THURSDAY EVENING!! 
Tho BG New., W.dn..day, March 20, 1968 Pag* 5 
Firefighting Minor 
It's Not A Cool Job 
By LEE STEPHENSON 
Asst. Issue Editor 
"It was fantastic. We crawled 
In on our hands and knees and the 
smoke was so thick that we 
couldn't see 18 Inches in front of 
us with a high power searchlight." 
n^^TKr^TTt 
Feature 
STUDENT FIREMEN . . . Stuart Warner and Barry Brunner find 
time to study in between the hours they work for the Bowling 
Green Fire Department. 
A daydream? No, It was a very 
real experience for one University 
student! These are the words of 
Stuart Warner, one of two BG stu- 
dents who are parttlme employees 
of the Bowling Green Fire Depart- 
in ent, as he described his recent 
experience In the Delta Tau Delta 
fraternity house fire last month. 
Warner, a senior In the College 
of Liberal Arts, was invited to 
Join the force last year after he 
volunteered to help at the scene 
of a local fk-e. 
"I've chased fires for many 
years," Warner said. "I even 
owned an old fire truck at one 
time." 
Since Joining the force Warner 
has taken first aid and now also 
works the night shift as an am- 
bulance driver. 
The   other student fireman  is 
Diver Helps After Bridge Collapse 
Bv GARY CHANDLER 
Staff Writer 
It was approximately 5:04 p.m. 
Friday, Dec. 15, 1967, when the 
Silver Bridge, connecting Ohio 
f»nd West Virginia, loaded with 
rush hour traffic, collapsed Into 
the Ohio River. 
While people watched television 
and listened to radio newscasts 
of the disaster, others were rush- 
ing to the scene to offer their 
services In the recovery opera- 
tions. 
Tim R. Rowe, sophomore In the 
College of Education, was one of 
those who volunteered his diving 
services. 
Rowe, who had four years of 
diving experience, arrived at his 
home in Logan, O., at 430 p.m. 
Friday. At 6:30 he received a 
phone call from a local fireman 
telling him of the accident and 
asking him If he wanted to help 
In the recovery operations. Rowe 
consented. 
He and another diver left at 
8:15   p.m.  and proceeded to the 
disaster scene. From Athens 
they received a sheriffs escort 
to the bridge. 
"When we reached the bridge 
I got out of the car to see the 
bridge, not knowing what to ex- 
pect," Rowe said. 
When he did see the bridge, 
Rowe exclaimed, "My God, I don't 
believe It" 
"It was a twisted 
DMtaL"   remembered 
I  * 
Biochemist Creates 
Brain Damaged Rats 
By PAT PAYNE 
Feature Writer 
"There are more than five mil- 
lion mentally retarded In the Uni- 
ted States with an IQ below 75," 
said   Dr.   George  Rendlna,  pro- 
fessor of chemistry.    "I am not 
personally Involved with retarded 
^Individuals,   my Interest In  this 
area Is derived from Its scien- 
tific and social Importance. 
"Of all the areas that biochem- 
ists have studied, the brain Is the 
most negllected but now has be- 
come one of the most Interesting 
and challenging," said Dr. Ken- 
^llna, a biochemist for 12 years. 
In his new laboratory which 
should be completed In about two 
months, he will try to simulate 
brain damage In rats by several 
means, among them Irradiation 
with x-rays. This technique can 
produce abnormal chromosomes. 
This genetic material determines 
■Jiormal cell growth and differen- 
tiation. 
A special laboratory In 33 O- 
verman Hall Is being built for him 
by Bowling Green State University. 
His work Is also being financed 
by a $59,000 grant given to him 
by the National Institute of Health. 
"Many scientists are beginning 
*o study various aspects of human 
behavior on the molecular level, 
and It seems fitting and practical 
to study both normal and abnor- 
mal behavior as Interrelated phe- 
nomena," he said. 
"In all cases of mental retar- 
dation there Is no real under- 
standing of what happens at the 
level of the brain; there are 
many theories but no concrete evi- 
dence for any one of them. One 
of my alms Is to try to achieve 
an understanding of mechanisms of 
brain damage via animal re- 
search," said Dr. Rendlna. 
When Dr. Rendlna was an In- 
structor at the Johns Hopkins U- 
nlverslty, School of Medicine about 
five years ago, he became Inter- 
ested In brain metabolism. At 
that time opportunities to study the 
chemistry of the brain in insti- 
tutions for the mentally retarded 
was Increasing because of greater 
Hubllc Interest 
He will study certain changes In 
metabolic process, resulting from 
Induced brain damage. Besides 
studying the brain tissues, Dr. 
Rendlna will try to evaluate be- 
havioral damage — has the animal 
changed behavior? is the behavior 
abnormal? is it a retarded ani- 
mal? 
"I'm partly Interested in pro- 
teins and enzymes — see wheth- 
er they've been changed or af- 
fected at all," he said. 
"How does one do meaningful 
research without using human be- 
ings? It Is hard. Heart trans- 
plant was first done with dogs 
which provided enough Information 
to allow doctors to work on hu- 
mans. In my work I will use 
rats mostly or mice, then I'll go 
to higher animals ~ the monkey 
If possible. If we can have some 
insight into thecauseofbraindam- 
age, maybe we can have som ■• in- 
sight to what can be done to alter 
it," he said. 
Dr. Rendlna came to Bowling 
Green State University one year 
ago from Central Wisconsin Col- 
ony and Training School where he 




looked like some little kid had 
taken his model train set, stomp- 
ed on It and had Just bent It all 
to hell." 
As he stood on the river bank 
Rowe could see the bridge moving 
and feel the earth shaking as a 
result. 
He reported In at the local sher- 
iffs office and was taken to a 
house to spend the night 
The next morning Rowe and 
about 200 other divers from Ken- 
tucky, Ohio, West Virginia and 
Pennsylvania met to plan the re- 
covery operations. 
At 10:30 a.m. Rowe entered the 
water. "The water was cold, 
murky and pitch black below four 
feet," he recalled. "Weightedlines 
were dropped from the boats, and 
we followed them down until we 
found a car or truck. Then we 
would take a sledge hammer and 
break the windows to recover the 
bodies." 
Rowe was responsible for re- 
covering three bodies from a car. 
Around noon Saturday, Rowe and 
the other divers were told to leave. 
The bridge was swaying and to 
continue the operations was be- 
lieved to be too dangerous. The 
Army Corps of Engineers »as 
to finish the recovery operations 




It takes a special kind of nut 
to fix a Volkswagen. 
Every last tool and procedure we use on your VW was 
either designed or authorized for the car by the engineers 
who built it. 
Every last nut has to be factory-approved. 
Including the nut who does the fixing. 
He's a graduate of a VW service.school. 
And he knows everything there is to know aboul a VW 
Unless we make on improvement. 
Then he goes right back to school to learn aboul ihot. 
What all this nutty devotion to standardization odds up to, 
of course, is service that's very efficient and very sure-fingered. 
So while at first it seems a little insane, on second thought 
anything else would be crazy. 




"SERVICE    SALES" 
920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East Findlay, Ohio 
Ph. 422-6424        (opp.  Findlay Shopping Center) 
Barry Brunner, a sophomore In 
the College of Education, who Join- 
ed the department about three 
weeks ago. "I worked on the force 
at home last summer and liked It 
so I asked for a Job here," he said. 
Neither student plans to continue 
flre-flghtlng after graduation but 
both expressed an admiration for 
the profession. "There's Just 
something about It that draws you 
In," Brunner said. 
Warner replied, "I think it's 
Just the feeling of satisfaction 
knowing that you might have saved 
someone's life." 
Both students had different rea- 
sons for getting started as fire- 
men. "The Ore station was Just 
down the block so I started as a 
convenient   Job,"   Brunner   said. 
"And I started chasing fires 
Just for the fun of It," Warner 
added. "And if you think this Job 
Is unusual,you should have seen 
me when I worked as a cowboy 
for   a   summer at Cedar Point 
Being accepted by the other fire- 
men took time, according to War- 
ner. "Because of my age and the 
fact that I am i student, I guess 
I Just had to prove I could hold 
my own. 




Lack of action results in 
lack of satisfaction. 
— anon. 
TIM ROWE .  .  .  BG sophomore 
(Photo by Pete Hess) 
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REMEMBERING WHEN-Th. University', original School of Music 
director, Dr. Ernest G. Hesser (I), and Dr. J. Paul Kennedy, the 
School'* current director, examine a score of the University's first 
major musical production. The score was part of a collection of 
historic materials Dr. Hesser recently donated to Bowling Green 
archives. 
He Backs McCarthy 
MILWAUKEE, Wls. (AP) - Rep. Henry S. Keuss, who has been among 
the four Wisconsin Democrats In Congress maintaining neutrality In 
the state's presidential primary, said yesterday that "I shall vote for 
Gene McCarthy on April 2." 
The fifth member of the state's delegation, Rep. Clement Zablocki, 
supports President Johnson against the Minnesota senator In the primary. 
Reuss, who like Sablockl represents a Milwaukee constituency, 
said In a statement that "I did not lightly take this position, but I 
believe It Is the right thing to do. 
"It is a time of crisis at home and abroad ... In our war policy . . . 
In our foreign policy ... In economic and social policy ... and above 
all In our national spirit and outlook. 
"Once   to   every   man  and nation comes the moment to decide." ■Sens. William Proxmlre and Gaylord Nelson and Rep. Robert 
Kastenmeler, the other state Democrats In Congress, all have been 
frequent critics of administration policies but so far have maintained 
neutrality In the primary campaign. 
Kennedy: No Decision 
WASHINGTON (AP) - An aide said yesterday that Sen. Robert F. 
Kennedy, D-N.Y has made no decision on whether or not he will 
campaign In President Johnson's home state of Texas. 
Frank Manklewlcz, Kennedy's press aide, said no decisions had been 
made on any campaign schedule yet. He said at least two pro-Kennedy 
organisations are operating In Texas. 
There had been published reports that the New York Senator would 
not go Into Texas out of courtesy to the President, whose nomination 
he Is opposing. 
Kennedy will testify today before a Senate subcommittee considering 
the administration's housing proposals. His office said the senator 
will offer a major proposal of his own In his appearance before the 
Senate subcommittee on housing and urban affairs. 
Former Music Director 
Donates Rare Text Book 
When Dr. Ernest G. Hesser be- 
came the first director of the 
University's department of music 
in 1914, there was no text for 
public school music Instruction In 
the state, so he wrote one at the 
request of Ohio's department of 
public Instruction. 
Recently Dr. Hesser, a native of 
Crestline, presented the only 
known remaining copy of his work 
to Bowling Green's current School 
of Music Director, Dr. J. Paul 
Kennedy, for the University ar- 
chives. 
"Course of Study In Music tor 
Elementary Schools," published 
In 1917 and regarded as a "real 
collector's Item" by Dr. Kennedy, 
was Included In a collection of 
material and photographs of his- 
toric  Interest  to Bowling Green. 
Dr. Hesser also contributed his 
personal music library of nearly 
150 volumes to the archives. The 
value of his donation has not been 
determined. 
"Indicative of how far music 
education has come since the early 
1900's Is the fact that Dr. Hesser 
held no certificates or degrees In 
music when he wrote his music 
manual," Dr. Kennedy pointed out. 
Dr. Hesser did not lack musical 
training or experience, however. 
A graduate of Wlnona College and 
the Chicago School of Methods, he 
had also been a student at Ohio 
Wesley an University School of 
Music before traveling to New 
York, London and Paris for pri- 
vate voice lessons. 
Prior to coming to Bowling 
Green, he held supervisory posts 
In music In Indiana, Kansas and 
California. 
The 85-year-old educator's In- 
itial major project at the Univer- 
sity was to organize the first of 
a long series of "May Festi- 
vals," Involving almost all the Un- 
iversity's 70 students and more 
than 100 community residents. 
A series of concerts by Metro- 
Nuclear Nonproliferation 
Treaty In Hands Of UN 8 
WASHINGTON (AP)— William 
C. Foster, director of the US Arms 
Control and Disarmament Agency 
said yesterday a nuclear nonproli- 
feration treaty draft has Just been 
placed In the hands of the United 
Nations. 
He said that signing may be 
possible within two or three 
months. 
"I am happy to be able to say 
today." Foster told the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, 
"that the 18-natlon disarmament 
conference has Just reported a 
complete nonproliferation draft 
text to the United Nations for 
consideration. 
"I hope that, following UN con- 
sideration, the treaty will be open 
to signature some time In May 
or June." 
Foster testified on the admin- 
istration's request that the agency 
be   given $33  million for fiscal 
years 1969 through 1971. 
The House has already voted, 
241 to 161, to reduce this three 
year authorisation to two years 
and scale the appropriation to 
$20 million. 
Sen. J.W. Fulbrlght, D-Arlc^ 
committee chairman, asked Fos- 
ter how much of a role his agency 
was given In recent major decis- 
ions such as the one to pro- 
ceed with a "thin" antlbaUlsUc 
missile defense system. 
Foster said the agency "par- 
ticipated In the discussions" but 
did not make the actual decision 
When pressed by Fulbrlght to 
say plainly whether the agency 
approved, Foster said: "We would 
have perferred not to have this 
start. We still hope It may not 
start." 
The agency, he said, can In- 
fluence some decisions touching 
on the use of nuclear weapons 
but not all. 
polltan Opera Company stars In 
1915, and an appearance by the 
New York Symphony at a cost of 
$2,000 In 1916, were other pro- 
grams Dr. Hesser engineered dur- 
ing his six years here. 
Leaving In 1920,he became di- 
rector of music In Albany, N.Y.vl 
and later held similar positions 
In Indianapolis and the University 
of Cincinnati, where he completed 
his music degrees. 
In 1936 he replaced Hollls Dann 
as director of music at New York 
University and was appointed di- 
rector of music for the city of 
Baltimore In 1941, a post which j 
he held until his retirement In 
1947, when he returned to Crest- 
line. Currently he Is curator of 
the Crestline Historical Museum. 
Student Council 
Meets Tonight • 
Student Council will con- 
vene for two special meetings 
tonight, from 6 to 6:30 and 
6:30 to 7, In 112 Life Sci- 
ences Bldg. The meetings 
are being held In an effort 
to enact legislation for the * 
next several weeks. 
Proposals under considera- 
tion Include changing proce- 
dures for the appointments of 
Student Court and Traffic 
Court Justices, changing the 
dates for student body elec- 




(Continued from Pago I) * 
Students should be given "as 
much responsibility as they can 
handle. The first step is listen- 
ing to them," Dean Taylor said, 
"but a listening that Is neither a 
subtle form of 'telling' nor a man- 
ipulative attempt to let them blow 
off steam." We need to over-f| 
haul our decision making mach- 
inery so the student can see the 
results of their thoughts much 
sooner," he concluded. 
Classifieds 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
'60 MGA Excellent condition, en- 
gine rebuilt, new top. Call 353- 
3973 after 5 p.m. 
For Sale: 1963 Porsche Conver- 
tible: $1850. Call 353- 2105 after 
6. 
ATTENTION FACULTY AND 
MARRIED STUDENTS 
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS 
Campbell Hill Road, opposite BG 
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest 
new adult/family apartment com- 
munity. Exceptionally large 1,2, 
& 3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2 & 2 
baths, fully carpeted, fully air 
conditioned, garages, swimming 
pool, cable TV. Rentals from $132 
Includes all utilities except elec- 
tric. Open dally; Rental Repres- 
entative on duty 9 am to 9 pm. 
353-5088 or 352-5766. Bates & 
Springer Inc. Mgrs. 
For Rent: Single rooms opposite 
campus, fall quarter. Call 352- 
5697. 
For Sale: Brand New Solid State 
Tape   Recorder,   7   1/2"   reels. 
Call Linda, 3393 after 5:00. 
For Sale: '65 Corvalr Corsa 
Sport Coupe. 180 HP, Turbo 
Charged Engine, $1,250. Call 352- 
5440. 
'57 Chevy 283 V8 4 barrel, auto- 
matic, 4 door, Burgundy. Excel- 
lent body and tires. $250. 352- 
0121. 
3 bedmotn apt. for 5 girls near 
camnas. Call 352-5697 
One bedroom, furnlsh'.-d apartment 
for rent starting June 1. Close 
to campus. 
LOST AND FOUND 
Gertrude and Edgar: Parents' 
weekend was great! Alpha Gam 
Pledges. 
Typing done In my home. Phone 
354-8912. 
Lost: One black wallet In Wo- 
men's Locker Room. Drivers li- 
cense, ID and sentimental valua- 
bles are urgently needed. No ques- 
tions asked. Jeanne, Room 305 
Krelscher B, Ext. 3250-3 
l.ost-1 pair brown-frame glasses 
please return to 307 Front, ext 
3186 
Lost one pair of gray glasses In 
black and white case. Contact Barb 
318, ext 3110. 
BUSINESS & PERSONAL 
"ICE HORIZONS"- The 1968 U.S. 
Dance Champions, Judy Schwd- 
meyer and Jim Sladky will be 
the guest performers at the Ice 
Show on March 29-30. They skated 
In an exhibition number at the 
Olympics and placed fourth In the 
world championships. Get your 
tickets now to see them In this 
outstanding show. 
Good old Ralph Is having a birth- 
day SATURDAY, MARCH 23 at 
the C.I. Who's RALPH? Look for 
him on the back bar, he's a dear. 
For his birthday we're going to 
start EARLY, 12 to 1 p.m. LARG- 
EST FROSTY IN TOWN, Only 10? 
After 1:00 p.m. LIVE MUSIC till 
6:00 p.m. 10? HOT DOGS, and 
FREE POPCORN. All this plus 
no admission charge at the C.I. 
Approved Rooms-June and Sept. 
Men-Ph.   353-8241  after 3 p.m. 
Wanted- married student for de- 
livery work 2-3 hours every af- 
ternoon. Must know streets and 
like to meet people. See Dan Long's 
Cleaners. 
What are you doing this afternoon? 
Why not stop at J Alfreds and en- 
Joy Happy Hour Prices. Opening 
1 p.m. daily. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT In Yel- 
lowstone and all U.S. n atlonal 
Parks. Booklet tells where and 
how to apply. Send $1.00 to Ar- 
nold Agency, 206 East Main, Rex- 
burg, Idaho. 83440. 
POSTERS 
Wholesale to Dealers-Free Cat- 
alog. Distributer Inquiries Invited. 
San Francisco Poster Co. P.O. 
Box 38036, Hollywood, California. 
Congratulations Jane and Dave new 
Phi Psl Plnmates. Barb, Linda, 
Linda. 
DU Pledges say: Actlves-thls could 
be the night, but don't lose any 
sleep. 
To Betts, Barb, Sara & vickl- 
You're the greatest-Thanks for a 
fabulous 20th. MaiyAnn 
The DZ Pledges are proud of 
our new Slg Ep Golden Hearts 
Anne and Kill 
Congratulations Paula and Vaughn 
on your engagement. 209 and 211 
Woodchuck-Caught any flying darts 
lately?      "Sweetheart" 
ADP1 Pledge Sue Perry-This is 
your  Big.  Get  high for paddles. 
Let it be known: Gary likes Sari! 
Lou,    now we have to change all 
our Interviews. Congratulations 
on pinning Peggy. The Beta Pledges 
Griff, Happy 21st. Your little Girl. 
Karen and Ken, Best Wishes, Sign- 
ed Nan and Gail. 
"Nebo"...Can't you come out and 
say It? 
Tiger and Cutch—Ready for the 
'Thurst-In' Saturday night? 
Teke Pledges say: It was fab Al- 
pha X Pledges. Major Fuzzy 
says: Let's do It again. 
DU Pledges Say: Toga Party Great! 
Thanks Phi Mu Pledges. 
Fraternity and Sorority teas up- 
stairs at the C.I. No charge for 
the room, reduced prices on bev- 
erages, free popcorn, and com- 
plete privacy For details call 354- 
7055. 
J Alfred's now serving Plsanel- 
lo's pizza. Stop In and enjoy a 
cool beer and pizza. 
Susan: Congratulations on your 
lavaller. You're a helluva woman. 
To my Big, Jeannle, who has 
helped make my Alpha Phi wish 
come   true.   Your   Little,   Karen 
Our   Big's  are Best!   Alpha Phlp 
Little's 
Another Mentor first- Little John 
pops the question. Congratulations 
LJ and Barb. Lynda, Zelda, Laura 
Congratulations new active Chi 
Omega's from the Pledges. 
Cindy, did you have a nice visit 
at the  ATO  House?  Baby Owls. 
You liked the band last Thurs- 
day so we're having them back. 
"THE MAJORITY STXPLUSONE" 
NO flat charge on beverages but 
REAL BARGAIN Son all beverages. ~-j 
1 p.m. to 1 a.m. Come see for 
yourself-WHERE- at the CI of 
course. 
Best Breakfast In town. Betas. 
Thanks for Saturday, Alpha Phi 
Pledges 
SAE Lion Pledges are G-R-REAT*| 
Say Alpha Phi Pledges. 
Nate: Congrats to you and Jane 
on being pinned. Phi Psl's are 
tops. Your little, Wookie 
Happiness Is Hagen- for a DZ 
Big. 
PI Kappa Alpha Pledges Say : 
Thanks Dz Pledges for a great 
party. 
Needed:   ride to Dayton Friday. 
Will share costs 353-0962. a 
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Not A New Problem 
What Caused Gold Crisis? 
By GARY KOVACS 
Staff Writer 
Gold has caused problems 
throughout American history, and 
1968 is no exception. 
"The gold crisis is not just 
.the result of recent conflicts. Its 
history dates back to approxim- 
ately 1914, and has continued right 
up until today," said Allen V. 
Wiley, associate professor of eco- 
nomics. 
Mr. Wiley was commenting on 
the recent proposal by the senate 
free the entire gold stock, now 
'about $11.4 billion. It Is hoped 
this bill allowing for the sale of 
the balance of our stock of gold 
at $35 an ounce will curb the 
stampede of gold buying in Eur- 
ope. 
"One of the main causes of the 
present crisis is the foreign aid 
(policy the United States had dur- 
ing World War I. Since that time, 
we have consistently sold more 
than we have bought In foreign 
markets. We did not enter this 
program purposely, it Just hap- 
pened," said Mr. Wiley. 
During World War I the United 
States supplied Europe with a large 
'amount of goods and materials. At 
the end of the war our former 
allies owed the United States ap- 
proximately $26 billion. America 
held over one-half the world's 
manetary gold. We received much 
of this gold as payment of war 
debts from Russia, Italy, France 
and England. 
"Europe never did compensate 
us In full for its war debt Dur- 
ing the war, plants were built 
to make goods previously furnished 
to us by those countries in the 
conflict. At the close of World 
War I the U.S.A.accepted goods 
which we already had or could 
make, but soon there were loud 
outcries In support of high tar- 
iffs," stated Mr. Wiley. 
In 1934, President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt revalued the dollar, 
raising the price of gold from a- 
bout $20 to $35 an ounce. The 
reason for this Increase was to 
help curb American buying of goods 
from foreign nations and facili- 
tate sale of our products abroad. 
Businesses sold more goods 
abroad, than they bought because of 
the depression and excess unem- 
ployment. 
When Europe became Involved in 
World War II, the United States 
sold equipment and materials to 
them on credit. "We never ex- 
pected to get repaid this time, 
since   debts  from World War I 
'Value Of Dollar 
' Is Unchanged1 
By MIKE KOONTZ 
Staff Writer 
The   dollar is worth a dollar 
in   the United  States but not  In 
Europe.     This is the reason for 
the   recent   run   on   gold  in the 
European countries, said Ashel G. 
Bryan, president of the First Na- 
' tlonal   Bank  of   Bowling   Green. ■ "The world has lost faith In the 
U.S. dollar," he said. 
Since 1930 the price of gold has 
been "pegged" at $35 an ounce 
fend all nations which made up the 
1 "Gold Pool Countries" agreed to 
use the U.S.   dollar and that price 
as a standard,  Mr. Bryan said. 
Speculators believe since that 
time, gold has become more valu- 
able.   "Less gold on reserve and 
more money   in circulation   have 
paused this increase in value," 
Mr. Bryan said. 
The $35 price is not constant 
but until this time all gold pool 
countries agreed to use a standard 
price for gold. The speculators 
felt that when the price of gold 
did go up, it would rise to at 
least $80 an ounce. They were 
tniylng at the old price in hopes 
of doubling their money, Mr. Bryan 
said. 
The main problem Is an Inter- 
national one, he added. The dis- 
pute over the price of gold is 
being fought between nations and 
not within the United States It- 
self, Mr. Bryan said. The de- 
valuation of the U.S. dollar by 
other countries wllj not effect us 
at this point becuase our gross 
national product from these coun- 
tries is only about 2 per cent, he 
said. 
Mr. Bryan feels that this Is a 
warning to the United States to 
stop spending over their heads 
and somehow, probably through 
taxes, start paying back some of 
the borrowed money Instead of 
borrowing more. 
The United States is not on a 
gold standard now. In other words, 
for every dollar bill In circula- 
tion, there Is not enough gold to 
back it up. "Until last weekend 
there has always been enough gold 
to cover 25 per cent of the out- 
standing money in the United States 
but last weekend the government 
lifted that policy," Mr. Bryan said. 
Other countries feel that we are 
spending more than we have, and 
that our national debt is getting 
too high, he added. 
The value of the dollar In the 
United States has not changed at 
this point. It is worth the same 
amount now as it was before the 
gold crisis began. "It will only 
effect U.S. citizens if this policy 
of overspending continues." Mr. 
Bryan said. 
had not been paid," commented 
Mr. Wiley. 
In 1943, the I.end-I.ease Actwas 
adopted. 
"We should have named It the 
'Give-Awty Act'. Records were 
poorly kept and the title of the 
act was used to keep taxpayers 
from realizing that they were the 
.ones paying for the goods. Up 
to $160 billion worth of goods were 
thus given away," said Mr. Wiley. 
During World War II the gold 
stock of the country increased a- 
gain. The French and British 
(until the British ran out) sent 
America gold in paym?nt on their 
debts. At the conclusion of the 
war, the United States had about 
$30 billion in gold at $35 an ounce. 
In 1948, the United States adop- 
ted the Marshall Plan. Provisions 
under the plan provided aid to 
European countries, including our 
previous enemies, Japan and Ger- 
many. Some $60 billion worth of 
goods, mostly excess txports, were 
shipped under this plan. 
"Since the Marshall Plan, the 
U.S.A. has adopted an annual for- 
eign aid policy plan," said Mr. 
Wiley. "Each year we send aid 
to countries needing help. On 
numerous occasions the same 
countries we have helped have gone 
against us. This does not seem 
to have changed our policy, as 
we still plan for a $3.5 billion 
dollar foreign aid budget. The 
U.S.A. has and will continue to 
give away free gifts." 
"Inflation and the unwillingness 
of people to pay taxes equal to 
what they expect from the gov- 
ernment Is the main cause of this 
crisis. The conflict In Vietnam 
adds greatly to the problem. The 
government is spending more than 
Its Income," said Mr. Wiley. 
"When the government spends 
more than it collects In taxes, it 
must get money from somewhere," 
he said. "Congress has the auth- 
ority to make money, and that's 
exactly what is being done. The 
government also makes bonds and 
sells them to the Federal Re- 
serve Banks to balance their 
books." 
"Printing-press inflation is 
caused by people who dislike pay- 
ing taxes. People fall to realize 
that a tax increase is necessary 
if we are to prevent the well- 
known evils of Inflation. If the 
United States had revalued gold in 
the early 1950's, national reper- 
cussions would have been much 
less   serious,"  said  Mr.  Wiley. 
Mr. Wiley stated that we were 
freezing gold used as currency 
backing to stabilize the dollar's 
value. "Because the U.S. dollar 
Is tied to the monetary systems of 
other countries we can not afford 
to simply stop selling gold,, there 
would be an international crisis," 
he said. 
Mr. Wiley said that due to the 
AEPi 'Hopes To   Enhance Greek System' 
By TOM HACNIK 
Staff Writer 
"We felt there was a need for 
a new fraternity to enhance the 
Greek system," said Les Stern, 
president of Alpha Epsllon PI the 
fewest fraternity on the Bowling 
Green campus.   "We are going to 
try to promote better Greek unity 
and Greek Independent relation- 
ships." 
It all started last April. "Nell 
Danzlger and I had an Idea that 
a new fraternity could bring bet- 
l.ier Greek and Independent rela- 
tionships on this campus," said 
Stern. 
"So we got 13 men together 
and met with Mr. Tim Smith, 
Inter-Fraternity Council Coordin- 
ator, and Dean Wallace W. Tay- 
lor and told them our plans. It 
was not long after that our local | sfraternlty, Lamixia Gamma, was 
founded." 
The name Lambda Gamma was 
picked to stand for "looks good," 
according to Stern. In the sum- 
mer of 1967 Stern and several of 
the members gathered in Cleveland 
to hash-out the ideals of the frat- 
Ifernlty. 
It was then that the "Thoughts 
on Lambda Gamma" were writ- 
ten. "Thoughts on Lambda Gam- 
ma' express our feelings on what 
a fraternity should strive to be," 
said Stern. 
On Oct. 23, 1967, Lambda Gam- 
ma petitioned the Inter-Fraternity 
Council for recognition as a local 
fraternity. It was received fa- 
vorably by a vote of 17-1. A- 
bout a month later the local frat- 
ernity obtained University recog- 
nition and was given permission to 
petition a national fraternity for 
membership. 
"We carefully looked over many 
nationals for a fraternity which 
best exemplified our goals," Stern 
said. "We Anally decided on Al- 
pha Epsllon Pi and were accepted 
as a colony in December." 
Last month Alpha Epsllon Pi 
participated in rush with the 18 
other fraternities on campus and 
pledged 12 men. 
The officers of the new frat- 
ernity Include: Les Stern, pres- 
ident, Andrew Press, vice-presi- 
dent, John Peters, secretary, and 
Gregory Hendel, treasurer. The 
total membership stands at   29, 
"On March 21 we will have ac- 
tivation ceremonies making us a 
recognized chapter of AEPI," said 
Stern. "Right now we are look- 
ing for a house so we can be- 
come more of a regular frater- 
nity." 
Last semester Lambda Gamma, 
along with Bowling Green's other 
newest Greek organizations Phi Mu 
sorority and Alpha Sigma Phi frat- 
ernity, sponsored a "Greek Unity 
Party" at the Holiday Inn. "It 
was received very well and we 
plan another similar event on A- 
prll 4," commented Stern. 
"This time it will be sponsored 
by Alpha Chi Omega sorority, 
Slgm.i Phi Epsllon fraternity and 
Alpha Epsllon PI to once again 
stress Greek unity," said Stern. 
"We feel very strongly about this." 
"To promote better Greek -In- 
dependent relationships we will 
join again with Alpha Chi Omega 
sorority to sponsor the Conklln 
"Casino Party" on Friday," said 
Stern. 
"We have been accepted very 
well by the other fraternities and 
sororities on campus he said. 
current crisis: 
—The United States will almost 
certainly continue to support the 
value of the dollar by selling gold; 
—Our paper money will lose Its 
gold backing, if we continue the 
sale of gold; 
—President Johnson will prob- 
ably have to halt the sale of gold 
before our holdings are entirely 
exhausted, because pressure will 
be put on him by the Treasury 
and others; 
—There will be a later stabllz- 
atlon of the International monetary 
system; 
—There will be either a sub- 
stantial Increase in Federal taxes 




By RON BLASDEL 
Staff Writer 
The recent surge of gold buying 
has revealed possible solutions to 
the problem of the gold crisis, 
but what happens remains to be 
seen, said Dr. Lloyd A. Helms, 
professor  of economics. 
"Devaluation of the American 
dollar is possible, but the dollar 
Is so Important by International 
standards, that other nations would 
probably have to devalue if we 
chose that course of action," Dr. 
Helms said. 
If we take the gold backing away 
from the Federal Reserve Notes, 
we could let supply and demand 
determine the value of our money, 
Dr. Helms added. 
"What Is happening is that pri- 
vate speculators are buying gold 
from the United States In hopes 
that we will devalue the dollar. 
These same speculators could then 
sell the gold back to the United 
States and make a substantial prof- 
it," Dr. Helms said. 
The Senate voted to remove the 
25 per cent backing from the Fed- 
eral Reserve notes, which would 
free $11.5 billion of gold, and pos- 
sibly stem the tide, Dr. Helms 
said. 
"I feel It is too soon to say 
what will happen," Dr. Helms sta- 
ted. 
The United States has presently 
made a decision to stop the sale 
of gold to countries whose cur- 
rency we are not trying to sup- 
port. "As a temporary measure 
this Is good," said Dr. Donald L. 
Sternltzke, associate professor of 
economics. 
In the long run, the United States 
needs to take a different course of 
action. Dr. Sternltzke said. 
"Two different plans could be 
used," said Dr. Sternltzke. "We 
could push for complete revision 
of the international monetary sys- 
tem, or the United States could 
undertake the appropriate policies 
to eliminate the deficit in our bal- 
ance of payments," Dr. Sternltzke 
said. 
"If the International monetary 
system were revised, the World 
Bank would serve as the creator 
of International reserves Instead of 
the United States," Dr. Sternltzke 
said. 
"People aruge against this ap- 
proach by claiming that It takes 
away from our international con- 
trol," Dr. Sternltzke added. 
To eliminate the deficit in our 
balance of payments, we would have 
to promote exports while discour- 
aging Imports, Dr. Sternltzke said. 
"I feel that If we devalue the 
dollar, It would only take us back 
where we started. The funda- 
mental cause of this gold crisis 
is a combination of things, but 
basically, the United States has 
continued) to spend more abroad 




(Continued from Page 1) 
The lash of the gold crisis has driven the White House and Congress 
Into a new round of negotiations that could produce deep spending cuts 
and an income tax Increase. 
Also Tuesday, the Treasury disclosed a further decline of slightly 
more than $200 million In its gold stock, for a total outflow of $650 
million fining the past fortnight's furious buying by European and 
other speculators. 
The dally Treasury statement showed that the drop occurred last 
Thursday, March 14. On that date, the statement said, the stock was 
$11,232,987,324.70. That was $201,092,194.78 below the total on the 
previous day. 
The gold may not yet have left U.S. hands, however. Treasury 
officials said It was transferred to the Exchange Stabilization Fund, 
from which payments are made as needed to cover foreign purchases 
of gold at the established price of $35 an ounce. 
The transfer was made before Friday's shutdown of the London 
gold market at this country's request. 
WED. MAR. 20 ONLY CLA-ZEL 
#3 — FILM FESTIVAL SERIES 
SPONSORED IY 
"ROWLING GREEN FILM SOCIETY" 
ADM, ot The oh e Box Office S1.2S 
Single Adm. tickets - 90* -    Series of Five $3.75 
On Sole At University Hall Tues. & Wed. 10-12 a.m. & 2-4 p.m. 
feature times: 7:15, 9:30  " 
a mu-Jit in hi/ iiif/iimi briyniaii 
INGMAR BERGMANS 
BIBI ANOERSSON / LIV ULLMANN 
MTMUHD •• lOnMI PKIUlHt COtVO*A'«M 
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Sprinter Williams 
Back In The Race 
Houston Mentor Scoffs 
At Possible Bruin Stall 
*, 
The University's track program 
figures to get a real shot In the 
arm this year with the return of 
sprinter Henry Williams. 
Williams, the finest dash man In 
Bowling Green's track history, 
missed the 1967 season because of 
grade problems but Is now run- 
ning again with the Falcons. 
Williams holds all of Bowling 
Green's sprint records with times 
of 9.4 he 100-yard dash, 21.2 
In the 220 and 47.4 In the 440- 
yard dash. This year, however, 
he figures to get plenty of help 
from Bobby James, who Is a 9.6 
man In the 100 yard dash, and from 
Bob   Home,  a transfer  student. 
Last year the Falcons had to 
settle for a 2-4 record In dual 
meet competition and a fifth place 
finish In the MAC Championships. 
BG fielded a team composed mostly 
of sophomores. 
In seven seasons as Bowling 
Green's coach, Bel Brodt has now 
posted a 28-24 record. Last year's 
losing record snapped a string of 
four straight winning campaigns. 
Along with Williams, Brodt has 
a total of 14 other lettermen re- 
turning for the 1968 season. The 
other veterans are: Bob Knoll, 
Terry Oehrtman, Bob Parks, Dan 
Sekerak, Stan Allen, Jim Brown, 
Ken Kelly, Dan i.ltzlnger, Tom 
Light, Merl Mlchaells, Jim Rear- 
don, Gary Roblnett, Gary Shannon 
and Paul Talklngton. 
Oehrtman, this year's track cap- 
tain, Parks Sekerak, Knoll and 
Talklngton figure to give the Fal- 
cons good depth In the distance 
events. Parks holds Bowling 
Green's record In the lie with a 
4:11.9 clocking, while Talklngton 
holds the records in the two, 
three and slx-mlle runs. 
i.ltzlnger, Mlchaells, and Rear- 
don are all weight men while 
Allen, Brown and Light partici- 
pate in the Jumping events. Kelly, 
one of the most promising runners 
in the conference, and Shannon 
range in the 440 through 880-yard 
events while Roblnett is a Javelin 
thrower. 
Among the sophomores and non- 
letter winners, Javelin thrower 
Jeff Houston, hurdlers Darrell 
Gehrlng and Ernie Smith and dis- 
tance runner Nate PantUat all 
figure to help the Falcons this 
season. 
Bowling Green's track season 
seems to amount to this; If Henry 
Williams returns to his old form 
and If runners like Kelly, Allen, 
Parks and Talklngton continue 
their good performances, the Fal- 
cons will be vastly improved this 
year. 
LOS ANGELES (WIRE SERVICE) 
~ Coach Guy Lewis of the Houston 
Cougars laughed off any suggestion 
that UCLA would stall against his 
basketball forces Friday and pre- 
dicted a high-scoring battle. 
The No. 1-rated Houston and the 
Bruins, who finished second in the 
Associated Press poll, meet for 
the second time this year when they 
tangle in the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association's champion- 
Queen Of Tennis Courts 
Considering Pro Career 
NEW YORK (AP) — Blllle Jean 
King admitted Tuesday she Is con- 
sidering a pro tennis offer that 
could bring her between $60,000 
and $70,000 a year-and It's mighty 
tempting. 
"I must decide by April 7," 
said the 24-year-old queen of the 
courts from Long Beach, Calif. 
"It looks as If there is little 
cholce-almost everything Is going 
open." 
1)11! le Jean, holder of the Wim- 
bledon, U.S. and Australian tennis 
titles, was In town to receive the 
Babe Dldrlson Zaharias Trophy 
as the Top Woman Athlete of 1967 
and also to make some public ap- 
pearances in connection with the 
big Indoor tournament, starting at 
Madison Square Garden next Mon- 
day. 
She was presented the Zaharias 
Trophy at a mldtown hotel by 
George Zaharias, the donor, a 
280-pound former wrestler who 
was married to the great Babe. 
The latter, a victim of cancer In 
1956, was nara ?d No. 1 woman ath- 
lete six times in the annual Asso- 
ciated Press poll. 
The April 7 date to which Bll- 
lle Jean alluded marks the open- 
ing in Los Angeles of the revised 
pro tour to be conducted by George 
MacCall, former U.S. Davis Cup 
captain. 
Besides putting such stars as 
Hod Laver, Pancho Gonzales and 
Ken Rosewall on the road for a 
worldwide series, MacCall hopes 
to add a distaff act featuring Mrs. 
King. 
It would be a four-women com- 
petition involving Blllle Jean, Eng- 
land's Ann Haydon Jones, Maria 
Bueno of Brazil and Rosemary Ca- 
sals of San Francisco. 
Blllle Jean always has been one 
of the most outspoken critics of 
what she calls hypocrisy In ama- 
teur tennis. 
"It's time we brought everything 
out in the opn," she said. "Wim- 
bledon Is doing it by going open, 
but the prize money there around 
$4,500 for the men's winner and 
$1,800 for the women's winner is 
ridiculous." 
The United man 
is looking for qualified 
new stewardesses! 
See him, talk to him, 
listen to him, complete 




Call your Placement Office 
for an appointment 
UNITED AIR LINES 
AN CQUAl OPPUhlUNMV (MPIOVIR 
ship semi-finals. 
When they played the first time, 
In Houston's Astrodome on Jan. 
20. the Cougars won 71-69 and have 
gone through their season unde- 
feated.  UCLA finished 25-1. 
All-Americans Elvln Hayes of 
Houston and LewAlclnderof UCLA 
averaged 37.7 and 26.2 respective- 
ly during the year and Hayes tal- 
lied 39 against the Bruins in Hous- 
ton. 
Lewis, In an interview Tuesday, 
said he expected a better game 
this tlmi, explaining: 
"I think UCLA wlU score more 
points and shoot better. We'll 
shoot better and I really feel we'll 
have a high scoring game." 
UCLA Coach John Wooden, early 
In the week, had said, "I really 
can't say whether we'd be better 
off running or stalling against 
Houston.     I'm surprised nobody 
has stalled against them.   Maybe 
that's the best way to play them." 
Lewis and coaches Dean Smith of 
North Carolina, and Fred Taylor c 
Ohio State took part in an ampli- 
fied telephone conversation as part 
of the Southern California Basket- 
ball Writers meeting. Wooden at- 
tended in person. 
North   Carolina  plays OSU at 
7 p.m. In Friday's opening semi- 
final with Houston and UCLA clash-1 
lng at 9 p.m. In the Los Angeles 
Sports Arena. 
Smith declared, "There Is no 
danger of our looking past an ex- 
cellent Ohio State team, a fine re- 
bounding and shooting team." His 
is the No. 4 team In the AP poll. 
Taylor termed himself "more* 
than pleased" to have reached the 
semifinals, having won the Big Ten 
title In a playoff and then downed 
Kentucky 82-81 In the Midwest 
regionals. 
FREE DREAM PETS 
The most loveable stuffed animals you can imagine are 
yours free with every order of 6 delicious RoBee's 
Roast Beef Sandwiches (order must be placed at one 
time). Yes, you can own the complete set of 12 Dream 
Pets . . . each a $1.19 value . . . completely free. 
* MIMI OCTOPUS 
* MORTY MOUSE 
* RUFUS DOG 
* MATILDA KANGAROO 
* EAGER BEAVER 
* SEMPER FIDELIS 
* HONOLULU HARRY 
* MIDNIGHT MOUSE 
* ROQUEFORT MOUSE 
* PANCHO THE DONKEY 
* HAWAI IAN HOUND 
* AL-CATRAZ 
1 - DREAM PET    FREE 
WITH EVERY 6 ROBEE'S! 
ROAST BEEF 
SANDWICH 
300 E. WOOSTER 
